Mobile Health Apps

The following mobile apps were shared and discussed within the presentation.

**Mobile App Stores**


**Society Mobile App Pages**

- Emergency Medicine Resident Association: [https://www.emra.org/publications/mobile-applications](https://www.emra.org/publications/mobile-applications)

**Government App Pages**

- Centers for Disease Control and Prevention: [https://www.cdc.gov/mobile/mobileapp.html](https://www.cdc.gov/mobile/mobileapp.html)
- AHRQ: [https://epss.ahrq.gov/PDA/index.jsp](https://epss.ahrq.gov/PDA/index.jsp)

**Specialty Apps**

**MedShr**


**Clearpath**
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Lab Tests Online – M

- iTunes: https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/lab-tests-online-m/id447858911?mt=8

PathLead


VisualDX


Essential Anatomy 3


Human Anatomy Atlas


Information Management

Evernote


iAnnotate PDF


DropBox
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Time Management

ZocDoc


Health Record and Maintenance Access

Patient Keeper


TeamViewer


Mobile MIM


Communications and Consulting

Doximity


Skype


Google Hangouts
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Reference and Information Gathering

Epocrates


Dynamed


Skyscape/Omnio


Micromedex


Johns Hopkins Antibiotic Guide


UptoDate


Sanford Guide to Antimicrobial Therapy

**MedPage Today**


**Clinical Decision Making**

**Differential Diagnosis**

**Diagnosaurus**


**5-min Clinical Consult**


**5-min Infectious Disease Consult**


**Pocket Guide to Diagnostic Tests**


**Visual DX**


**Laboratory Reference**

**Pocket Lab Values**


---
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Sensitivity and Specificity


Medical Calculator

Archimedes


MedCalc


Mediquations


Calculate


Patient Monitoring

HanDBase
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Medical Education and Training

CME

MedPage Today


QuantiaMD


Online Textbooks

Access Medicine


Mobile App Reviews

- iMedical Apps: http://www.imedicalapps.com/
- MD Linx: https://www.mdlinx.com/internal-medicine/mobile-app-center/
- Happtique: http://www.happtique.com/

Mobile Friendly Sites

- EBM & Decision Making Tools by Alan Schwartz: http://ulan.mede.uic.edu/~alansz/tools.html
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